Abstract --The lack of adoption data posed difficulties for social media researchers and resulted in scant social media studies focusing on forecasting models. To broach the subject, this study put efforts in studying the benchmark transnational enterprises and collecting the first-hand adoption time data through the APIs of three dominating social media platforms: Youtube, Facebook, and Twitter. Grey system theory facilitates prediction problems of insufficient information, small samples, and uncertainty. Therefore, we compared the performance of two grey forecasting models, GM (1, 1) and grey Verhulst model, to gain insight into social media adoption trends. Our preliminary results indicated that GM (1, 1) performs better as a potential forecasting model to keep track of trends in adoptions of social media platforms in the market.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, a vast majority of businesses and organizations have adopted social media platforms interacting with their customers and connecting potential audience. Benefit from growing mobile Internet access, diverse user-generated content, and huge user bases, Facebook, Twitter, and Youtube have become the dominant social media platforms around the world. Compared to public sectors, transnational enterprises generally stay more sensitive to the trends in the market. Therefore, their adoption decisions and channel choices on social media, combined with the times they adopted the social media platforms, appear to be effective indicators of growth trends. As for the new products or services with short-term historical data of adoptions, applying forecasting models to examine their diffusion and growth trends is relatively challenging. Unlike the Bass model applied to diffusion of innovations (DoI) theory [1] requiring big sample data, grey system theory facilitates in prediction problems with insufficient information, small samples, and uncertain nature. In this study, we draw a sample of 250 Fortune global firms in 2012, collected their adoption times of top three social media platforms, and applied gray forecasting models to take into account the time variable often neglected in the DoI studies. Section 2 begins with relevant literature review. Section 3 deals with the methodology of performing grey forecasting modeling. In Section 4, the modeling results of three adoption time series with GM (1, 1) and grey Verhulst model are presented. Finally, Section 5 concludes with implications and future work.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Studying DoI or new product lifecycles requires sufficient historical data to identify the diffusion trends and conduct further perditions with forecasting models, such as Bass models, logistic models, and Gompertz models. Few technology forecasting models are available for predicting novel services and products with short-term historical data. Trappey and Wu used both long and short product lifecycle datasets for 22 electronic products to investigate the performance of simple logistic, Gompertz, and the timevarying extended logistic models [2] . In terms of predicting market capacity with limited historical data, they determined that the time-varying extended logistic model they developed outperformed than simple logistic and the Gompertz models in most datasets. However, it might not fit data containing anomalous data points.
Deng developed grey system theory to overcome the forecasting limitations and uncertainty in an effort to make predictions possible based on insufficient data, in particular time series predictions [3] . The minimum of data points required to use grey models is four. Additionally, without restrictions of data distribution, Grey forecasting models not only have been used in a wide variety of domains but also serve as good decision models for making policy recommendations [4] . Grey Verhulst model, one of the evolved grey models, is usually used for comparing the results with GM (1,1) on predictions of the population growth [5] , the mobile and fixed broadband [6] , and currency exchange market [7] . Real time communication characterizes the timely information social media platforms can quickly disseminate. Since grey predictors are more robust dealing with noise and incomplete information, the capabilities and benefits of applying grey system theory to real time systems have been recognized [7] . The findings of recent studies on and mobile cellular/fix broadband growth [6] and timely currency market [7] seem to confirm the GM (1,1) and the modified GM (1,1) using Fourier series work best in model fitting and forecasting than other grey forecasting models. 
III. METHODOLOGY
The fundamental expression of Grey model is GM (m, n) in which m and n refer to the order of differential equation and the number of variables, respectively [4] .
A. GM (1, 1) The simplest Grey Model, namely GM (1, 1), presents the first order differential equation and one variable as Eq.
(1).
However, it only takes non-negative data sequence [4] . The steps of building GM (1,1) model are listed as follows.
1) Obtaining a non-negative time series,
( ) 0
X , with n observations, and smoothing the series if necessary:
( )
However, in many practical situations, we do not know the distribution of ( ) 0 X exactly and the series might need to be smoothed or transformed in order to get better modeling results. Therefore, it is essential to check the Eq. (3) and see whether the original series lies in the interval
n n e e − + + ; otherwise, the procedure for smoothing or transforming the series is required [8] .
Frequently used smoothing or transformation techniques include log transformation, moving average, exponential transformation, and so forth.
2
) The (first-order) accumulated generating operation (AGO) was carried out and formed as as
where
... 
6) Estimating the time response sequence of grey prediction model, GM (1, 1) :
This first-order linear differential equation, called as whitenizing equation, can also be expressed as follows:
To predict the value of the next term, we use inverse accumulated generating operation (IAGO):
If we predict the value at time (n+k), the grey prediction model becomes:
B. Grey Verhulst Model (GVM)
Inspired by the German biologist's Verhulst model, the Grey Verhulst Model was one of the evolved grey models and used to illustrate the series with a S-curve growing pattern and a saturation point. The Grey Verhulst model can be expressed as
Similar to the GM (1,1) model (i.e., Eq. (1) ), the major difference is the multiplied term 
(2) ( (2)) (3) ( (3))
...
We then use the identical equation as GM (1,1), namely Eq. (7), to estimate the grey parameters a and b in order to derive the time response sequence for the GVM as follows:
This first-order linear differential equation, called whitenizing equation, can also be expressed as follows:
(1) (1) X X = Likewise, we use the same equation as GM (1,1) model to predict the value at time (n+k) for the GVM:
C. Performance measures
The error and the average relative percentage error (ARPE) are common grey forecasting error measures. Additionally, the root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) or root-mean-square error (RMSE) is frequently used to detect the differences between predicted values and actual values. Based on RMSE, the posterior error ratio, c, is calculated to evaluate the accuracy of the model. The equations are listed below. The corresponding precision rank of different levels of posterior error ratio is organized in Table I The lower the posterior error ratio, the higher precision the forecasting model can achieve. In general, the posterior error ratio below 0.35 is an accurate model and the ratio in between 0.35 and 0.5 is a good model with acceptable accuracy.
IV. MODELLING RESULTS

A. The data
Based on a random sample of 250 Fortune global 500 firms in 2012, this study identified the social media accounts of those firms disclosed on their global websites and further captured the adoption time data through API platforms of the top three major social media platforms (Youtube, Twitter, and Facebook) from January to February 2013. This study organized three time series into the database and aggregated the yearly time series data of top three social media platform adoptions from 2005 to 2012. 
B. Data analysis and results
Based on the pre-examination of the yearly adoptions of sampled fortune global firms during 2005 to 2012, we found that our three time series datasets require smoothing operation to reduce the noises. We did log transformation and smoothing; since the modelling results of smoothed datasets outperform the log transformed datasets, we only present the smoothing method here. The smoothing method we applied is three-point moving average. As the following equations, we used the Eq. (16) and Eq. (17) to smooth the first and the last data points in the series, respectively. The data points in between were processed using the Eq. (18) to perform the smoothing. 22, 45, 5, 11, 14, 20, 13, 3) ; the smoothed series using three-point moving average becomes (27.75, 29.25, 16.5, 10.25, 14.75, 16.75, 12.25, 5.5). We used the R software to conduct the calculations and modeling. The forecasting model we derived based on GM (1,1) is: 1) with Grey Verhulst Model. Two accuracy evaluation metrics, posterior error ratio [9] and average relative percentage error [7] were chosen to compare the performance of two grey models in forecasting social media adoption trends. Table II shows that the GM (1,1) performs better than GVM does on both accuracy evaluation metrics. All three series forecasting with GM (1,1) got either good or highly accurate results based on the posterior error ration. On the contrary, neither of three series with GVMs appeared satisfactory results in posterior error ratio. As for the three series simulated by GM (1,1) , the Youtube series got the best result, while the Facebook and Twitter series performed a bit less accurate; however, the ratios were very close to the threshold, 0.35, between highly accurate and good levels. Considering another metric, the Facebok series simulated with GM (1,1) got the lowest average relative percentage error among the three series, followed by Youtube and Twitter series. 
V. CONCLUSION
Widely applied to multiple domains, grey system theory assists in modeling novel and real-time information communication systems like social media platforms with limited historical data, and thus offers flexible forecasting models for studying timing of new technology adoptions. This study utilized the APIs of top 3 social media platforms to retrieve adoption time data and demonstrated how basic grey forecasting models can be applied to modeling the trends. Although GM (1,1) has much higher accuracy when compared to the grey Verhulst model in our preliminary result, it still has room for improvement. As shown in Fig. 1 , Youtube adoptions declined when Facebook and Twitter adoptions rose. This suggests that we can apply Grey dynamic model GM (1,N) for modeling multiple variables simultaneously in the system. To determine the relationships among variables, combining grey models with the grey relational analysis [10] is likely to provide more insights in identifying significant variables in the system.
